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Will I run out of money?



Background

If you’re thinking about stopping work, “will I run out of 
money after I stop work?” will be a likely concern.

Many of my clients have similar concerns.

Here’s an example of how a client and I worked through 
various scenarios together. The ultimate outcome was that I 
could give him a categorical assurance that, no, he and his 
family would not run out of money.



Ensuring that you don’t run out 
of money in later life
Client story– introducing Peter

Peter is aged 50. He has been 
running a successful IT company for 
more than 20 years. 

His financial planning for some time 
has been predicated on retiring at 
age 60. Peter has diligently saved 
during his life and has total pension 
and other savings of £850,000. He 
will receive his State Pension at age 
67. 

He owns his own home outright with 
no outstanding mortgage. It was 
valued recently at £1 million. 

The Covid pandemic has had a 
big impact on Peter’s thinking

The Covid pandemic has made 
Peter realise that it would be good 
to step back from his business and 
enjoy more free time.  

Like many people, the last year has 
led him to consider his own mortality, 
and has prompted him to want to 
slow down his pace of life and start 
ticking off holidays and experiences 
from his bucket list. 

Peter’s thoughts and fears

Peter wants to have control 
and choice so that he was not 
dependent on the sale of his 
business to achieve his life goals.  

On top of that, many of his friends 
and his family had told him that 
he was mad for even considering 
this option. None of them knew 
anyone who had done anything 
similar at such an early age!

Current Office for National 
Statistics (ONS) data shows 

that a male aged 60 has an 
average life expectancy of 85. 
For a woman, the equivalent age 
is 87. This would mean that, if 
you retired at age 60, you would 
normally require your assets to 
provide you with an income for 
more than 25 years. 

The earlier you want to retire, the 
longer your savings have to last.

It was this fear of running out of 
money that had stopped Peter 
from making any concrete plans 
until today.

Step 1 – Peter and I have a “time to think” session

We had a “time to think” session where I asked him: “What would you really 
like to do if money was no object?” He wasn’t sure. He had never given 
himself the permission to dream and think.

We also talked about his core values and their connection with his money. 

Peter said he really wanted to change his lifestyle now and have the choice 
so work would become optional.

Peter’s plans

Ideally Peter wants a net income of 
£40,000 a year.

He’s prepared to consider selling 
his business earlier than his original 
plan of age 60.

He’s happy to downside his property 
now his sons have left home

Peter is a “balanced investor”. His 
portfolio is 60% equities and 40% 
bonds. He is happy to keep this 
investment risk profile.

A “time to think” session is the opportunity for me to really 
get to understand your hopes and objectives. 

At this stage we aren’t talking numbers. This is all about 
your dreams – where you want to get to and the life you’ve 
always dreamed of living.

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/healthandlifeexpectancies/articles/lifeexpectancycalculator/2019-06-07
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/healthandlifeexpectancies/articles/lifeexpectancycalculator/2019-06-07


Step 2 – We then have a “total clarity” 
review discussion

I reviewed Peter’s current investments and savings, matching them to  
his plans.

I used historical data to determine how successful his situation would be in 
specific circumstances. This data reviews over a thousand actual historical 
scenarios to determine how successful your situation would have been.

Step 3 – We refine Peter’s retirement options

As Peter had confirmed that he was keen on downsizing 
property, we then factored that into the scenarios.

By downsizing at age 70 he would be able to release an 
additional £400,000, which he would be able to add to his 
retirement fund and draw an income from.

•  Doing this increased the probability of the plan working to 
97%.

We then factored a reduction in income from £40,000 net to 
£35,000 net at age 71 - a year after downsizing - as he did not 
feel he would be spending so much on holidays.

•  This increased the probability of the plan working to 99%.

The analysis showed his savings lasting to age 98 with a 99% 
probability of not running out of money.

A “total clarity” review is where we start putting some 
numbers around your dreams and aspirations.

It matches what you want to do with the funds you have 
and will tell us if your plans are immediately achievable, 
or if we need further work and discussion.

The initial analysis wasn’t promising. Based on drawing 
£40,000 net from savings and pensions now, the data 
suggested that he would be likely to run out of money at 
age 78. This ignores his State Pension.

The probability of Peter’s plan working was only 42%.



The probability progression of not running out of money.

• Peter’s initial plan. £40,000 net income from age 60 – 42%

• Downsizing at age 70 – 97%

• Reducing income at age 75 – 99%

A positive outcome

Peter will be able to stop working nine years sooner than he’d originally 
planned for or had ever dared to believe. He can also leave a financial legacy 
to his sons of more than £575,000, on top of his property.

Now Peter knows his financial plan for retirement will succeed, he can use 
that knowledge to review other arrangements that he’s previously been 
reluctant to consider.

Issues for future consideration

The other issues Peter is now considering, in the light of knowing his 
finances will be secure, include:

•  Does he want to draw more than £40,000 each year in income to 
fund his bucket list?  

• What kind of legacy does he want to leave to his sons? 

• What does he want to do with his very successful business? 

How I can help you

If the case study I’ve outlined here has struck a chord with you, and you 
would like more information about how I can help you, then let’s chat.

Peter says…

“I am absolutely delighted that not only can I slow down as 
I wanted to, but we have so many other options that I hadn’t 
previously thought were possible.”

“The weight has just fallen off my shoulders. This allows me 
to do what really matters to me today. In addition, I can tease 
my family and friends!”

Give me a call on 0203 813 8265 and we’ll set up 
a convenient time for an initial discussion.



Retirement Policy Statement - Downsize at 70 & Reduce Holidays 

Prepared by parminder bains

Peter Jones
50 y.o.

Total Portfolio


£850,000

as at Jul 14th, 2021

Life Phases


From retirement to 70: £40,000

From 71 onwards: £35,000

One-off Expenses / Goals


Fees


Total Portfolio - 1.50% each year

Snapshot

I’ve done some thorough analysis to test your plan in a wide range of scenarios. I’ve summarised the results below.

Success Rate

99%
Your plan is likely to stay on track in 99 out of every 100 scenarios.

We may need to tweak the plan to achieve your objectives.

Legacy

100%

Legacy

£576.5k
When you're aged 98, you could have £576.5k left in your portfolio.

That’s £576.5k more than your planned legacy of £1.This is the 10th

percentile historical scenario, which means that the amount could be

higher in 9 out of every 10 scenarios.

Longevity

98 years old

You expect to live until age 98. This portfolio could last until you're 98.

This is the 10th percentile historical scenario, which means that your

portfolio could last longer in 9 out of every 10 scenarios.

Lifetime Income


£1.79m

You need a total lifetime income of £1.79m in today's terms. By age

98, you’d have taken this full amount, including pensions. This is the

10th percentile historical scenario, which means that your income

could be higher in 9 out of every 10 scenarios.

Disclosure: We don’t know what the future holds, so I’ve analysed extensive historical data that reects asset class behaviour and ination. Past

performance is no guarantee of future returns, but it gives some insight into how your plan could fare in a wide range of market conditions.

Retirement Policy Statement - Initial Option

Prepared by parminder bains

Peter Jones
50 y.o.

Total Portfolio


£850,000

as at Jul 14th, 2021

Life Phases


From retirement onwards: £40,000

One-off Expenses / Goals


Fees


Total Portfolio - 1.50% each year

Snapshot

I’ve done some thorough analysis to test your plan in a wide range of scenarios. I’ve summarised the results below.

Success Rate

42%
Your plan is likely to stay on track in 42 out of every 100 scenarios.

We'll need to make signi�cant changes along the way to the plan to

achieve your objectives.

Legacy

0%

Legacy

£0
When you're aged 98, you could have £0 left in your portfolio. That’s

£1 less than your planned legacy of £1.This is the 10th percentile

historical scenario, which means that the amount could be higher in 9

out of every 10 scenarios.

Longevity

78 years old

You expect to live until age 98. This portfolio could last until you're 78.

That's 20 years short. This is the 10th percentile historical scenario,

which means that your portfolio could last longer in 9 out of every 10

scenarios.

Lifetime Income


£1.33m

You need a total lifetime income of £1.92m in today's terms. By age

98, you’d have been able to take £594.1k less than this, including

pensions. This is the 10th percentile historical scenario, which means

that your income could be higher in 9 out of every 10 scenarios.

Disclosure: We don’t know what the future holds, so I’ve analysed extensive historical data that re�ects asset class behaviour and in�ation. Past

performance is no guarantee of future returns, but it gives some insight into how your plan could fare in a wide range of market conditions.


